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Purpose: Prior work suggests that voice onset time (VOT)
may be impacted by laryngeal tension: VOT means decrease
when individuals with typical voices increase their fundamental
frequency (fo) and VOT variability is increased in individuals
with vocal hyperfunction, a voice disorder characterized by
increased laryngeal tension. This study further explored
the relationship between VOT and laryngeal tension during
increased fo, vocal effort, and vocal strain.
Method: Sixteen typical speakers of American English were
instructed to produce VOT utterances under four conditions:
baseline, high pitch, effort, and strain. Repeated-measures
analysis of variance models were used to analyze the effects
of condition on VOT means and standard deviations (SDs);
pairwise comparisons were used to determine significant
differences between conditions.

Results: Voicing, condition, and their interaction significantly
affected VOT means. Voiceless VOT means significantly
decreased for high pitch (p < .001) relative to baseline; however,
no changes in voiceless VOT means were found for effort or
strain relative to baseline. Although condition had a significant
effect on VOT SDs, there were no significant differences between
effort, strain, and high pitch conditions relative to baseline.
Conclusions: Speakers with typical voices likely engage
different musculature to increase pitch than to increase
vocal effort and strain. The increased VOT variability present
with vocal hyperfunction is not seen in individuals with
typical voices using increased effort and strain, supporting
the assertion that this feature of vocal hyperfunction may
be related to disordered vocal motor control rather than
resulting from effortful voice production.

V

VOT is affected by a variety of factors, including
speaking rate (Allen et al., 2003; Kessinger & Blumstein,
1997, 1998; Volaitis & Miller, 1992), age (Sweeting &
Baken, 1982; Whiteside et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2015; Zlatin
& Koenigsknecht, 1976), sex (Swartz, 1992), phonetic context (Klatt, 1975; Morris et al., 2008), native language of
the speaker (Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Narayan & Bowden,
2013), lung volume (Hoit et al., 1993), and the presence of
communication disorders (Ackermann & Hertrich, 1997;
Whitfield & Goberman, 2015). Previous work has used a
variety of acoustic stimuli and methodologies, which makes
it difficult to specify normalized values. However, in a review of VOT literature, Auzou et al. compiled the mean
VOT values for American English stops from a number of
studies. Mean VOT values reported for voiceless stops
ranged from roughly 40 to 110 ms and 0–25 ms for voiced
stops (Auzou et al., 2000). Due to the smaller range of acceptable durations for voiced stops, it is common to only
observe VOT differences as a result of voice characteristics
(e.g., speaking rate) in voiceless stops (Allen et al., 2003;

oice onset time (VOT) is an acoustic measure of
the interval of time between the release of the oral
constriction in a stop consonant and the onset of
subsequent voicing (Lisker & Abramson, 1964). In American
English, VOT is used by listeners to distinguish whether a
consonant is perceived as “voiced” (Zlatin, 1974). Voiced
stop consonants (/bdg/) are produced with a short lag, and
voiceless stop consonants (/ptk/) are produced with a long
lag. Although it is possible for voicing to occur prior to
the plosive release, resulting in a negative VOT, this is primarily unused in the English language (Klatt, 1975; Rae,
2018).
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Kessinger & Blumstein, 1997; McCrea & Morris, 2005;
Narayan & Bowden, 2013).
Whereas the effects of some factors on VOT are well
studied (e.g., age; Sweeting & Baken, 1982; Whiteside et al.,
2003; Yu et al., 2015; Zlatin & Koenigsknecht, 1976), research on the effects of other factors remains limited. One
such factor is fundamental frequency (fo). During voicing,
vocal fold vibrations result from changes to air pressure
and flow in the vocal tract (Titze, 1988). It has been well
established that elevating the larynx is associated with
increased pitch (Ohala, 1977). This gesture decreases the
intraoral volume, causing a reduction in the pressure drop
across the glottis, thereby reducing the airflow through the
glottis (Stevens, 1977). A reduction of airflow is thought
to inhibit vocal fold vibration and extend the initiation of
voicing, resulting in a longer VOT (Stevens, 1977). Furthermore, the necessary subglottal pressure required to initiate
vocal fold vibration, known as the phonation threshold pressure, has been shown to increase as f o increases (Titze,
1992). Thus, at increased fo, it follows that the time needed
to achieve a higher phonation threshold pressure will increase, resulting in a longer VOT. In summary, aerodynamic
theories of voice production predict that increases in vocal
fo should lead to longer VOTs.
Contrary to the theory that increased fo would result
in longer VOTs, McCrea and Morris (2005) found that the
VOTs of voiceless stop consonants were significantly shorter
when 60 adult men with typical voices spoke at a higher fo.
The authors reasoned that the shorter VOTs found at the
higher f o values were a result of increased levels of vocal
fold stiffness that affected vibrational characteristics as well
as abductory and adductory gestures. A speaker’s fo is dependent on the rate of vocal fold vibration and is therefore
affected by the length, mass, and tension of the vocal folds
(Van Den Berg, 1958). It is believed that increases in fo are
achieved by stiffening the vocal folds through the recruitment and increased contraction of the cricothyroid, thyroarytenoid, and suprahyoid muscles (Stemple et al., 2018). A
higher degree of vocal fold stiffness also allows the vocal
folds to quickly return from the abducted position during
a stop consonant burst to the adducted position of subsequent voicing, which would result in a shorter VOT. More
recent work showed a similar decrease in VOT when adult
women with typical voices increased fo (Narayan & Bowden,
2013), adding potential support to the idea that a shorter
VOT may be a result of increased vocal fold stiffness. If this
argument is true, then increased tension in the intrinsic laryngeal muscles responsible for vocal fold stiffening should
also result in a shorter VOT irrespective of pitch increases.
Weismer (1984) observed that individuals with Parkinson’s
disease, often described as having increased tension (rigidity)
of the laryngeal musculature, have shorter voiceless VOT
values when compared to older and younger speakers with
typical voices (Weismer, 1984), lending further credence to
this hypothesis. However, Parkinson’s disease has various
complex effects on voice production; the shorter voiceless
VOT values in individuals with Parkinson’s disease are not
necessarily attributed to increased laryngeal tension.
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To further explore the relationship between laryngeal
tension and VOT, McKenna et al. (2020) investigated VOT
in individuals with vocal hyperfunction, defined classically
as impaired “vocal mechanisms as a result of excessive or
imbalanced muscle activity” (Hillman et al., 1989). Vocal
hyperfunction is a primary characteristic of muscle tension
dysphonia as well as organic voice disorders such as polyps
and vocal fold nodules (Mehta et al., 2015). McKenna et al.
(2020) compared 32 females with vocal hyperfunction to
32 age- and sex-matched controls. The authors found that
there was no difference in mean VOT between groups
(McKenna et al., 2020). These results could suggest that
the fo-based difference in VOT found by McCrea and Morris
(2005) is due to a mechanism other than an increase in vocal
fold stiffness. However, these results may also be attributed
to a lack of increased vocal fold stiffness in this sample of individuals with vocal hyperfunction, because vocal hyperfunction does not necessarily specify tension in the muscles
responsible for vocal fold stiffening, but instead is characterized as general intrinsic and extrinsic muscular tension
(Aronson, 1990). Thus, these participants may have exhibited overall increased laryngeal tension despite not presenting excess tension in the muscles specific to vocal fold
stiffening (i.e., the cricothyroid and the thyroarytenoid muscles). Alternatively, the laryngeal tension in this group of
individuals with vocal hyperfunction may simply not have
been elevated enough to significantly affect VOT. The authors proposed that these individuals only exhibited mild
hyperfunction and that individuals with greater levels of
hyperfunction may have had an effect on VOT (McKenna
et al., 2020). This explanation could be supported by the
results of McCrea and Morris, who found a significant difference in VOT between low and high pitch levels, but not
between low and medium pitch levels (McCrea & Morris,
2005). Regardless of the interpretation, more work with individuals who explicitly have laryngeal tension is necessary
to fully understand the relationship between laryngeal tension and VOT measures.
McKenna et al. (2020) also observed that, within an
individual, the VOTs of speakers with vocal hyperfunction
were significantly more variable than in speakers with typical voices for both voiced and voiceless stops (McKenna
et al., 2020). The authors reasoned that this could be attributed to an impairment in their speech motor control. Contemporary models of speech motor control, including the
Directions Into Velocities of Articulators model (Tourville
& Guenther, 2011), theorize that, during development of
speech, the auditory control system relies primarily on
a feedback control system to monitor and correct motor
behaviors in order to produce speech within a specific target
area. In the developed adult system, after speech target
areas have been learned, the speech motor control system
relies primarily on feedforward control to produce speech
within the desired target area, though auditory feedback is
still used to monitor and correct errors. A study by Stepp
et al. (2017) suggested that a subset of individuals with vocal
hyperfunction may have a predisposition to auditory-motor
integration deficits, which results in a maladaptive updating
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of the feedforward system (Stepp et al., 2017). In other words,
individuals with vocal hyperfunction tend to improperly update their feedforward system in response to perturbations
in auditory feedback. This may result in a larger target area
during speech production. Since VOT is used to distinguish
voicing in English phonemes (Zlatin, 1974) and, therefore,
specifies a desired speech target, a larger target area would
likely result in a larger range of acceptable VOT values,
thereby increasing VOT variability, as observed by McKenna
et al. (2020). Based on this interpretation, increased variability
would be expected to occur in individuals with vocal hyperfunction irrespective of the momentary degree of laryngeal
tension. Furthermore, this increased variability would not
be expected in speakers without vocal hyperfunction, even
when using increased laryngeal tension.
A limited number of studies have investigated withinsubject VOT variability and shown that it is increased in
prelingually deaf speakers (Lane & Perkell, 2005), as well
as in young children (Whiteside et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2015).
However, studies investigating VOT within typical speakers
(e.g., McCrea & Morris, 2005; Narayan & Bowden, 2013)
do not explicitly report within-subject variability. A lack
of reporting of within-subject variability in typical speakers
makes it difficult to discern whether the increased VOT variability as observed by McKenna et al. is specific to a potential sensorimotor disorder in individuals with vocal
hyperfunction. For example, a general increase in tension in
the laryngeal system could be seen as a change from normal
laryngeal function, which might result in variability during
adductory gestures and, subsequently, more variable VOT
measures. If so, VOT variability would increase in all cases
of increased laryngeal tension, not just in individuals with
vocal hyperfunction. However, in the upper limb, increased
muscular stiffness has been shown to result in decreased variability (Lametti & Ostry, 2010). Though it is unclear how
these results translate to the laryngeal system, it is likely that
an increase in laryngeal tension alone (i.e., without the proposed sensorimotor impairment observed in individuals with
vocal hyperfunction) would not cause an increase in VOT
variability. Thus, there is currently a need to further investigate VOT variability in individuals expressing increased laryngeal tension.
Increased laryngeal tension is difficult to measure directly and is often associated in literature with both vocal
effort and vocal strain (McKenna et al., 2019; McKenna &
Stepp, 2018; Rosenthal et al., 2014). In a recent literature
review, a formal definition of vocal effort was defined as
“the perceived exertion of a vocalist’s response to a perceived communication scenario by the speaker” (Hunter et al.,
2020). This description of vocal effort indicates, by definition,
that it is a feature of the speaker’s experience. In contrast,
vocal strain is traditionally defined as the auditory-perception
of vocal effort by a listener (Kempster et al., 2009). Though
these terms are often used concurrently, vocal strain may
encompass additional voice qualities such as breathiness and
roughness (Lowell et al., 2012). Furthermore, self- and listener perception of vocal effort has demonstrated a moderate relationship (Eadie et al., 2010), with speakers often

reporting higher levels of vocal effort than those perceived
by listeners (Lane et al., 1961). This difference is to be expected, given that speakers have additional cues related to
their perceived effort (such as somatosensory inputs), which
are not reflected to listeners by the acoustic signal (Eadie
et al., 2010). Thus, although both of these features are
thought to be related to increased laryngeal tension, vocal
effort and vocal strain may provide differential information
about laryngeal function, indicating that both features should
be assessed to better investigate increases in laryngeal tension.

Research Statement
We sought to determine the effects of increased fo,
increased vocal effort, and increased vocal strain on VOT
measures. Our goal was to better understand the relationships between laryngeal tension and VOT measures suggested by previous studies. Mean VOT and VOT variability,
as measured by the standard deviation (SD), were calculated
for male and female speakers with typical voices who were
asked to speak with increased fo, increased vocal effort, and
increased vocal strain. We hypothesized that increased fo, increased vocal effort, and increased vocal strain would lead to
shorter VOT means for voiceless stop consonants. In addition, based on the interpretation that increased variance is a
result of a sensorimotor disorder attributed to vocal hyperfunction, we predicted that VOT SDs would not change with
increased fo, increased effort, or increased vocal strain. We
tested the alternative hypothesis that increased fo, increased
vocal effort, and increased vocal strain would result in an increase in VOT SDs.

Method
Participants
A total of N = 16 cisgender speakers (eight women,
eight men; M = 21.8 years, SD = 2.9 years) participated in
this study. All were native speakers of American English,
were nonsmokers, and reported no history of neurological,
speech, language, hearing, or voice disorders. Participants
gave written informed consent, in compliance with the Boston University Institutional Review Board, and completed a
hearing screening prior to the start of the study. A series of
three pulsed tones were presented at a range of frequencies
from 125 to 8000 Hz with the instructions to indicate when
a tone was detected. Tones were presented monaurally at
25 dB HL through an overear headset, first in the right ear
and then the left. If a participant failed to identify the tones
at a given frequency, the presentation level was increased by
5 dB until the participant identified the tone. All participants
identified pulsed tones at all frequencies at 25 dB HL level,
except one participant who required a 30 dB HL level for
one ear at 4000 Hz.

Experimental Design
Following consent and a hearing screening, participants were instructed to repeat a set of VOT stimuli using
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/a/ and /u/ vowels under four different conditions: baseline,
high pitch, effort, and strain. Prior to each condition, participants were trained on how they should produce the
VOT stimuli. During the baseline condition, participants
were instructed to repeat VOT stimuli with a natural speaking voice.
For the high pitch condition, participants were instructed
to repeat VOT stimuli with a fo that was eight semitones
higher than their baseline average. In preliminary testing,
a target of eight semitones higher than the baseline average
was determined to be the greatest increase in semitones that
all participants could reach without shifting from the modal
register. The average fo from the baseline condition was calculated (in Hertz) using the Praat acoustic analysis software
(Version 6.0.46) for each participant (Boersma, 2001). Using
a speech synthesizer program (Madde, Tolvan Data, Version 3.0.0.2), a sustained vowel was played for the participant at the fo that the participant was instructed to match.
Participants were given the opportunity to practice matching
the pitch during a training session prior to recording by first
matching with the vowel /a/ and then with a subset of sentences from the stimuli set. The experimenter listened and
corrected for any errors in matching the appropriate pitch.
All participants remained within the modal register at the
increased fo. The vowel to match was repeated immediately
before each recording.
For the effort condition, participants were instructed
to speak with maximum vocal effort. Experiential anchoring has been shown to improve the validity of effort scales
(Lamb et al., 2008). This anchoring can be performed by
instructing participants to complete a task at the desired effort level or by recalling a memory of using the desired
effort level. In a previous study that examined the use of
experiential anchoring on vocal effort ratings, individuals
with vocal hyperfunction were told to recall attempting to
talk during severe laryngitis as an anchor for maximum effort
(Van Leer & Van Mersbergen, 2017). It was reported that
all participants verbalized that they had experienced this
level of effort in their life. However, preliminary testing
in the current study revealed that many individuals without
voice disorders had not experienced maximum effort as a
result of laryngitis. As a result, participants in the current
study were given the following verbal description of vocal
effort, adapted from van Leer and van Mersbergen (2017):
“Now I would like you to speak with as much vocal effort
as you can, while still maintaining a voice. Vocal effort is
defined as the perceived amount of effort that it takes to
produce your voice, but it is independent of your volume.
Vocal effort can be associated with multiple areas of the
body that contribute to speech production. Think about a
time that you had laryngitis or you were very sick, or after
you have a long day of continuous speaking such as presenting in class or shouting at a sporting event. It may have
been difficult to produce a voice so you had to use more
effort to push your voice out. This is what would be considered maximum effort.” In order to ensure that the participant was self-evaluating their vocal effort using experiential
anchoring instead of “matching their voice” to the researcher’s,
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no auditory example was provided to the participants. Participants practiced speaking with effort prior to recording.
During this training, participants were instructed to not increase their volume or pitch during increased vocal effort.
For the strain condition, participants were instructed
to speak with increased vocal strain. Participants were presented with two examples (one male and one female) of
individuals speaking with increased strain and given the
following verbal instructions: “Strain is the auditory perception of effort. It is the quality of voice that you listen
to in order to determine whether someone is using vocal
effort. Different individuals will produce a strained voice
in different ways. I will play two recordings of someone
speaking with strain. Listen carefully to the recordings and
then I will ask you to match that voice quality. Note that
you are attempting to match only the strained voice quality
of the speakers. Your pitch and loudness should remain the
same.” Strain samples were presented binaurally through a
set of headphones (Sennheiser HD280 Pro). Participants
were allowed to relisten to each sample upon request. Each
sample was produced by an individual with a typical voice
imitating the presence of vocal strain by producing the same
VOT stimuli used in the current study. The presence of
moderate-to-severe strain in each sample was validated
by two voice-specializing speech-language pathologists
(SLPs). Participants practiced speaking with strain prior
to recording.
Across all four conditions, participants were presented
with the same stimulus set, consisting of sentences in the
format of “Say /vowel-consonant-vowel/ again” for every
English stop consonant. The vowels surrounding each stop
consonant were either /a/ or /u/. Each unique sentence was
repeated 3 times, resulting in a set of 36 sentences (6 consonants × 2 vowels × 3 repetitions). The set of stimuli were
separated into four blocks: voiceless stops with vowel /a/,
voiced stops with vowel /a/, voiceless stops with vowel /u/,
and voiced stops with vowel /u/. Stimuli blocks with the
same vowel were always presented sequentially, but the presentation order of vowels and of voicing within each vowel
was counterbalanced across conditions within subject. In order to compare the differences between effort and strain
and to prevent the strain samples from influencing the effort
condition, participants always completed the four conditions
in the same order.
Following each condition, participants were asked to
rate the amount of vocal effort used to produce the speech
stimuli on a 100-mm visual analog scale with anchors of
No Effort and Maximum Effort to the left and right, respectively. A visual analog scale allows for explicit anchors
(Gerratt et al., 1993) and can be used to compare selfratings of vocal effort to listener-perceptual ratings of
vocal strain (McKenna & Stepp, 2018). The concept of
vocal effort and the maximum effort anchor were explained
using the same prompt as during the instructions for the effort
condition.
The set of speech stimuli was presented with a custom interface in MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks). A scrolling window was used to highlight sentences at a constant
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rate in order to maintain a constant speaking rate. Subjects
were instructed to read sentences as they were highlighted
on the screen. The scrolling rate was set to match a rate of
roughly three syllables per second to approximate a typical
speaking rate (McCrea & Morris, 2005; Narayan & Bowden,
2013). Each set of speech stimuli took about 90 s to complete.
The entire study, including consent, hearing screening, and
training, was completed by all participants in under 45 min.

Instrumentation and Calibration
A directional headset microphone (Shure SM35 XLR)
was placed 45° from the midline and 7 cm from the lips. A
neck-surface accelerometer (BU series 21771 from Knowles
Electronic) was placed on the anterior neck, superior to
the thyroid notch and inferior to the cricoid cartilage using
double-sided adhesive tape and held in place with medical
tape. Microphone and Accelerometer signals were preamplified (RME Quadmic II) and sampled at 44100 Hz
with 16-bit resolution (MOTU UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid).
In order to determine the sound pressure level (SPL)
of each sample during data analysis, SPL calibration was
completed prior to the baseline condition. An electrolarynx
was held in front of the participant’s mouth, and an SPL
meter was placed next to the headset microphone. The dB
SPL values of three levels of the electrolarynx output were
recorded in order to determine a relationship between SPL
and the amplitude of the recorded acoustic signal.

Data Analysis
VOT was measured manually by a single trained technician for each vowel–consonant–vowel (/vcv/) utterance
using a custom MATLAB graphical user interface. The
VOT for each utterance was selected by locating the burst
of the stop consonant in the microphone signal and the first
cycle of voicing following the burst in the accelerometer signal. The accelerometer signal was used to identify the start
of voicing, because microphone signals are susceptible to environmental noise and high-frequency aspiration noise as a
result of plosives, whereas accelerometer signals measure vibrations through the surface of the neck and are less likely
to be impacted by additional noise (Hillman et al., 2006). In
the absence of a clear burst in the waveform of the microphone signal, a spectrogram was used to identify the location of the burst. The time period between the burst and the
first cycle of voicing was defined as the VOT for that utterance. If the burst of the stop consonant could not be identified or there was no period of devoicing, the utterance was
rejected from analysis. VOTs were averaged across usable
repetitions to get a mean VOT for each unique /vcv/ utterance (2 vowels × 6 consonants = 12 unique utterances). The
VOTs were also used to calculate SD for each unique /vcv/
utterance.

Experimental Fidelity
Post hoc analyses were performed to assess the fidelity
of the experimental procedures. Participants were instructed

to maintain a constant SPL throughout each condition, because SPL has been suggested to have an effect on VOT
measures (Knuttila, 2011). In order to verify a constant
SPL, the average SPL for each condition was calculated.
Similarly, speaking rate has been shown to have a significant
effect on VOT measures (Allen et al., 2003; Kessinger &
Blumstein, 1997, 1998; Volaitis & Miller, 1992). Although
stimuli sentences were presented at a constant rate in order
to encourage participants to use a constant speaking rate,
it is possible that, in some experimental conditions, participants may have sped up their speaking rate and then paused
until the next stimuli sentence was presented. In order to
confirm consistent speaking rates across conditions, the
average syllable length was calculated for each condition.
Audacity software was used to remove long pauses, and
syllable length was calculated by dividing the total number
of syllables by the length of each audio sample.
Further analysis was used to confirm that participants changed their voice in each experimental condition.
In order to verify that participants increased their fo, average fo values for the baseline and high pitch conditions were
calculated using Praat. Increases in fo from baseline to the
high pitch condition were converted to semitones to confirm
an average increase across all participants. Additionally, fo
was calculated for the effort and strain conditions to determine if there were noticeable changes from baseline. To
evaluate changes in vocal effort, participants recorded their
vocal effort on a visual analog scale from 0 to 100 mm following each condition. The difference between vocal effort
ratings from the baseline and effort conditions was used to
verify an increase in vocal effort. To assess whether participants increased their vocal strain, two voice-specializing
SLPs, blinded to participant and condition, listened to each
participant’s recordings during each experimental condition and rated strain on a 100-mm visual analog scale according to the Consensus Auditory-Perceptual Evaluation
of Voice (CAPE-V; Kempster et al., 2009). Strain ratings
were evaluated per speaker using the entire recording for
each condition. Vocal strain was reported as an average
of the two ratings. The difference between vocal strain ratings
from the baseline and strain conditions was used to verify
an increase in vocal strain.

Statistical Analysis
In order to estimate interrater reliability for VOT
measurements, an independent trained technician remeasured
VOTs for three randomly selected participants (18.8% of all
data). A two-way intraclass correlation (ICC) analysis was
calculated between the two raters. Similarly, three randomly
selected participants were reanalyzed by the original trained
technician to determine intrarater reliability. During reanalysis, the rater was kept blind to participant and condition.
Individual VOT measures for each utterance were compared
to the rater’s initial measures to determine reliability. The
ICC values for interrater and intrarater reliability were
ICC(2, 1) = .98 and .99, respectively, indicating excellent reliability for individual VOT measurements (Koo & Li, 2016).
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Interrater and intrarater reliability were also calculated for CAPE-V strain ratings. During initial perceptual
assessment, 25% of the data were presented to each rater
twice. Raters were blinded to participant and condition, as
well as whether the sample had been heard before. The ICC
value for interrater reliability was ICC(2, 1) = .72, indicating good reliability, and intrarater reliability for each rater
was ICC(2, 1) = .93 and .87, indicating excellent and good
reliability, respectively (Koo & Li, 2016).
All statistical analyses were completed using Minitab
Statistical Software (Version 17; Minitab Inc.). To address
the first hypothesis, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on
VOT means was performed. The main effects were condition (baseline, high pitch, effort, and strain), voicing (voiced,
voiceless), vowel (/a/, /u/), and place of articulation (bilabial,
alveolar, velar). Voicing, vowel, place of articulation, and
the two-way interactions between these variables and condition were used to evaluate and confirm the effects of these
variables on VOT means that have been reported in previous studies (McCrea & Morris, 2005; McKenna et al., 2020;
Morris et al., 2008; Narayan & Bowden, 2013). To address
the second hypothesis, a second ANOVA on VOT SDs was
performed with the same main effects and interactions.
Statistical testing was set a priori at p < .05, and partial
eta squared (ηp2) was used to determine effect size for each
significant effect, with ηp2 values of .01, .09, and .25 corresponding to small, medium, and large effect sizes, respectively (Witte & Witte, 2010). Tukey’s post hoc pairwise
comparisons were performed as appropriate. Cohen’s d was
used to determine effect sizes of significant differences, with
Cohen’s d values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 corresponding to small,
medium, and large effect sizes, respectively (Witte & Witte,
2010).

Results
VOT means and SDs are shown in Table 1. Of the
2,304 VOT utterances, 142 were rejected during analysis,
resulting in an average 2.82 utterances per VOT mean and
SD measure. In instances in which two of the three utterances were rejected, SD data were missing (19 instances,
2.5% of data). In instances in which all three utterances were
rejected, both VOT mean and SD data were missing (12 instances, 1.6% of data).
The results of the two ANOVAs are shown in Table 2.
For VOT means, there were significant main effects of condition with small effect size (ηp2 = .05), place of articulation
and vowel with medium effect sizes (ηp2 = .16, .15, respectively), and voicing with a large effect size (ηp2 = .81). Additionally, participant had a significant effect on VOT means
with a large effect size (ηp2 = .30). The interaction effect of
condition and voicing was significant with a small effect size
(ηp2 = .03). Due to the interaction effect of condition and
voicing, Tukey’s post hoc pairwise comparison tests were
performed to determine significant differences in VOT means
between conditions for voiced and voiceless VOT utterances.
For voiceless VOT means, values for the high pitch condition
were significantly shorter than those in the baseline, effort,
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and strain conditions, with Cohen’s d values of 0.48, 0.53,
and 0.46, respectively, indicating medium effect sizes (Witte
& Witte, 2010). No other conditions were significantly different from one another. Interval plots of voiceless VOT
means per condition are shown in Figure 1. For voiced VOT
means, there were no significant differences across conditions.
There were significant main effects on VOT SDs of
condition and place of articulation with small effect sizes
(ηp2 = .02, .01, respectively) and voicing with a medium effect size (ηp2 = .20). Participant also has a significant effect
with a small effect size (ηp2 = .03). No interaction effects
were significant. Tukey’s post hoc pairwise comparison tests
were used to determine significant differences in VOT SDs
between conditions for all VOT utterances. VOT SDs were
significantly lower in high pitch than in effort and strain
conditions, with Cohen’s d values of 0.29 and 0.34, respectively, indicating small effect sizes (Witte & Witte, 2010).
However, VOT SDs in high pitch, effort, and strain conditions were not significantly different from baseline. Interval
plots of VOT SDs per condition are shown in Figure 2.
Average SPL and speaking rate across condition were
used to investigate experimental fidelity. Means and SD
for average SPL and speaking rate across condition are reported in Table 3. Changes in fo, effort ratings, and strain ratings were used to confirm that participants appropriately
changed their voice in each experimental condition. The
means and SD for each variable across all experimental
conditions are shown in Table 3.

Discussion
VOT measures in the current study, as shown in Table 1, are consistent with previous literature. Although the
method of measuring VOT can differ across studies (for a
review, see Rae, 2018), all VOT means were within the range
of previously reported norms (Auzou et al., 2000). Compared
to (McKenna et al., 2020), in which the same method was
used, VOT means were comparable in the current study
(23 ms for voiced and 79 ms for voiceless compared to 18 ms
for voiced and 64 ms for voiceless). In order to compare
VOT variances between the current study and the McKenna
study, coefficients of variance, defined as the SD divided
by the mean, were calculated. These variance values were
found to be consistent with values observed in the McKenna
study. Furthermore, calculating coefficients of variance and
performing identical statistical analysis did not change the
primary results of the study.

Changes in VOT Means Across
Experimental Conditions
The decrease in VOT means in voiceless productions
as a result of increased fo, as shown in Figure 1, supported
our first hypothesis and was consistent with previous studies (McCrea & Morris, 2005; Narayan & Bowden, 2013).
Decreases in VOT means while speaking with increased
fo have been suggested (Titze et al., 1988) to be a result
of a stiffening of the vocal folds via the activation of the
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Table 1. Mean (and standard deviation) of voice onset time (VOT) means and standard deviations (SDs) for each condition (baseline, high pitch,
effort, strain), as well for all conditions combined (All).
VOT means (ms)
VOT utterance type
Voicing
Vowel
Place of articulation

Voiced
Voiceless
/a/
/u/
Bilabial
Alveolar
Velar

All

Baseline

High pitch

Effort

Strain

23 (10)
79 (24)
46 (32)
56 (34)
43 (32)
55 (36)
56 (32)

24 (10)
81 (25)
47 (33)
59 (35)
43 (33)
56 (36)
59 (33)

22 (8)
70 (22)
41 (27)
52 (31)
41 (27)
49 (32)
49 (28)

22 (10)
83 (23)
48 (35)
57 (35)
45 (33)
56 (40)
56 (32)

24 (11)
83 (26)
47 (34)
60 (37)
45 (35)
58 (38)
58 (33)

VOT SDs (ms)
VOT utterance type
Voicing
Vowel
Place of articulation

Voiced
Voiceless
/a/
/u/
Bilabial
Alveolar
Velar

All

Baseline

High pitch

Effort

Strain

3.7 (3.9)
8.6 (6.2)
5.7 (6.1)
6.7 (5.4)
6.4 (6.1)
6.2 (6.1)
6.2 (5.0)

4.0 (5.5)
8.0 (5.8)
5.2 (5.5)
6.8 (6.3)
6.5 (6.6)
5.4 (5.6)
6.2 (5.7)

2.8 (2.1)
7.4 (4.9)
4.8 (4.7)
5.6 (4.2)
5.4 (5.2)
4.9 (4.2)
5.4 (4.0)

3.9 (3.5)
9.3 (7.2)
6.5 (7.2)
6.7 (5.2)
6.5 (6.1)
6.7 (6.9)
6.6 (5.7)

4.1 (3.3)
9.9 (6.5)
6.4 (6.3)
7.7 (5.5)
7.1 (6.2)
7.6 (7.0)
6.5 (4.3)

cricothyroid and thyroarytenoid muscles (Stemple et al.,
2018). This increase in vocal fold stiffness decreases the glottal width and could therefore reduce the amount of time
needed to return from the abducted position during the
voiceless plosive back to the adducted position during the
subsequent voicing, thus decreasing VOT means (McCrea &
Morris, 2005). As expected, participants had a large effect
on VOT means: Average VOT values have been shown to
vary significantly across different speakers (Auzou et al.,
2000). It is also unsurprising that a difference in VOT means

was only observed in voiceless stops. Voiced stops (/bdg/)
have a smaller range of acceptable VOTs and are therefore
less likely to be impacted by changes in laryngeal tension
(McCrea & Morris, 2005; McKenna et al., 2020).
Increased vocal effort and increased vocal strain had
no effect on VOT means, as shown in Figure 1, which did
not support our first hypothesis. Since laryngeal tension is
often associated with vocal effort and vocal strain (Lien
et al., 2015; McCabe & Titze, 2002; McKenna et al., 2019;
Rosenthal et al., 2014), these results seem to be in contrast

Table 2. Results of analyses of variance on voice onset time (VOT) means and standard deviations (SDs).
VOT means
Effect

df

F value

p value

Effect size (ηp2)

Participant
Condition
Voicing
Vowel
Place of articulation
Condition × Voicing
Condition × Vowel
Condition × Place of Articulation

15
3
1
1
2
3
3
6

20.38
12.88
3153.40
130.71
68.55
6.89
0.38
0.77

< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
.770
.600

.30
.05
.81
.15
.16
.03
—
—

Effect

df

F value

p value

Effect size (ηp2)

Participant
Condition
Voicing
Vowel
Place of Articulation
Condition × Voicing
Condition × Vowel
Condition × Place of Articulation

15
3
1
1
2
3
3
6

3.31
5.08
175.49
0.03
6.90
1.15
0.50
0.62

< .001
.002
< .001
.970
.009
.330
.810
.600

.07
.02
.20
—
.01
—
—
—

Qualitative effect size
Large
Small
Large
Medium
Medium
Small
—
—

VOT SDs
Qualitative effect size
Small
Small
Medium
—
Small
—
—
—

Note. Effect sizes and interpretations are only provided for significant effects (p < .05). Dashes indicate nonsignificant findings. df = degrees
of freedom.
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Figure 1. Average voice onset time (VOT) means and 95% confidence
intervals of voiceless stops for each experimental condition. Brackets
indicate significant differences between conditions (p < .05).

Table 3. Means (and standard deviations) of variables used to
evaluate experimental fidelity for each experimental condition, including
average dB SPL (SPL), average speaking rate measured as the average
time per syllable in ms (Speaking rate), average increase in fundamental
frequency from baseline (fo), self-perceived vocal effort rating on a
scale from 0 to 100 mm (Effort), and listener-perceived vocal strain
rating on a scale from 0 to 100 mm (Strain).
Experimental condition
Variable

Baseline High pitch

SPL (dB SPL)
75.6 (3.6)
Speaking rate (ms) 312 (31)
fo (semitones)
—
Effort (mm)
16.9 (15.0)
Strain (mm)
6.2 (5.0)

85.0 (4.6)
323 (32)
7.23 (1.37)
42.4 (19.8)
11.0 (4.5)

Effort

Strain

82.2 (4.3)
319 (32)
2.12 (2.24)
79.1 (18.8)
14.0 (11.3)

80.1 (4.6)
330 (26)
1.98 (2.20)
81.9 (15.7)
35.8 (13.7)

Note. Dashes indicate that increases in fundamental frequency
are not applicable to the baseline condition.

with the change in VOT means observed as a result of increased pitch. However, increased fo is likely due to stiffening of the vocal folds by activation of the cricothyroid and
thyroarytenoid muscles (Shipp, 1975; Stemple et al., 2018),
whereas vocal effort may manifest as laryngeal tension in a
number of other intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal muscles.
For example, vocal effort can be accompanied by an increase
in subglottal pressure, which requires increased activation of
intrinsic muscles such as the lateral cricoarytenoid and interarytenoid muscles to maintain vocal fold adduction (Chhetri
& Park, 2016). Vocal effort can also occur with supraglottic
compression, which is caused by the activation of muscles
above the glottis (Stager et al., 2000). Thus, based on these
results, it appears that individuals with typical voices engage
different laryngeal musculature to increase pitch than to
Figure 2. Average voice onset time (VOT) standard deviations (SDs)
and 95% confidence intervals for each experimental condition.
Brackets indicate significant differences between conditions (p < .05).
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increase vocal effort. Alternatively, the stiffening of the vocal folds that occurs when speaking with increased vocal
effort may not be a large enough increase to have a meaningful impact on VOT means. These results are in agreement with McKenna et al. (2020), which found that there
was no difference in VOT means between individuals with
typical voices and individuals with vocal hyperfunction.

Changes in VOT SDs Across
Experimental Conditions
Although condition had a significant effect on VOT
SDs (see Table 2), there were no significant differences in
VOT SDs between the baseline condition and the other
conditions, as shown in Figure 2. These results rejected
our second statistical hypothesis, but aligned with our prediction. When compared to individuals with typical voices,
VOT variance has been shown to significantly increase in
individuals with vocal hyperfunction, a voice disorder clinically characterized by laryngeal tension (McKenna et al.,
2020). Since VOT variance increased in individuals with
vocal hyperfunction in this previous study, but not in speakers
with typical voices who increased laryngeal tension via increased fo, vocal effort, and vocal strain in the current study,
it appears that increased VOT variance may be intrinsic to
individuals with vocal hyperfunction, irrespective of the degree of laryngeal tension currently being used by the individual. McKenna et al. suggested that increased VOT
variability in individuals with vocal hyperfunction is a result
of larger auditory-motor targets (McKenna et al., 2020).
This argument was based on previous research that showed
that individuals with vocal hyperfunction may be predisposed to auditory-motor integration deficits (Stepp et al.,
2017). With this impairment in the vocal motor system, individuals with vocal hyperfunction are expected to experience larger auditory-motor targets that manifest as increased
VOT SDs, regardless of the presence of increased laryngeal
tension. Likewise, individuals without vocal hyperfunction
are expected to have more consistent VOTs, regardless of
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the temporary use of laryngeal tension (i.e., vocal effort and
strain). The results of the current study provide further support for this supposition and suggest that increased VOT
SDs may be indicative of an auditory-motor deficit in individuals with vocal hyperfunction.
Though there were no significant differences when
comparing conditions to the baseline condition, there was
a significant decrease in VOT SDs during the high pitch
condition when compared to the effort and strain conditions, as shown in Figure 2. This difference may be, in part,
due to decreased VOT means during the high pitch condition. Shorter VOT means are likely to result in somewhat
smaller VOT SDs. Additionally, during the high pitch conditions, participants were matching the frequency of a note,
which often resulted in a monotonous repetition of the VOT
stimuli. It is possible that restricting participants to a limited
frequency range also reduced the variability of VOT durations. In contrast, during the effort and strain conditions,
participants were intentionally varying their voice to result
in more effortful or strained productions, which may have
introduced a greater variability into acoustic measures such
as VOT durations. Despite these changes, high pitch, effort,
and strain were not significantly different from the baseline
condition. Although differences may exist if this study were
completed in a much larger group of speakers, the lack of
significant differences from the baseline condition in the
current study indicate that any changes in variability as a
function of increased effort or strain are likely small.

Experimental Fidelity
Additional analysis was used to verify the fidelity of
the experimental set up across conditions in order to ensure
that the differences observed in VOT measures were not due
to additional changes in voice production. For instance,
vocal loudness could have an impact on VOT means. Although there is no previous work directly investigating the
effect of loudness on VOT means in adults with typical voices,
one study found that VOT means significantly decreased
when children aged 5–12 years spoke with a loud voice
(Knuttila, 2011). The authors reasoned that the increase in
subglottal pressure that accompanies increased loudness
causes the vocal folds to stiffen in order to maintain glottal
closure. This tightening reduces the open glottal area and
moves the vocal folds toward the midline of the glottis at
rest, thereby resulting in faster abduction and adduction
when individuals speak at an increased loudness (Holmberg
et al., 1988). This, therefore, could result in a faster initiation of voicing following a voiceless consonant, ultimately
resulting in shorter VOT means. Thus, the average SPL was
calculated for each condition in order to determine whether
there was an effect of condition on average SPL.
As shown in Table 2, the average SPL for each condition was found to be 75.6 dB SPL, 85.0 dB SPL, 82.2 dB
SPL, and 80.1 dB SPL for baseline, high pitch, effort, and
strain, respectively, indicating that participants spoke with
increased SPL in the high pitch, effort, and strain conditions
when compared to baseline. The results from previous

research (Knuttila, 2011) suggest that the significant decrease in VOT means seen during the high pitch condition
may be due, in part, to an increase in SPL. However, this
decrease in VOT means was not seen in the effort or strain
condition, despite increases in average SPL. Given that the
decrease in VOT during increased pitch is well supported
by previous studies (McCrea & Morris, 2005; Narayan &
Bowden, 2013), it is unlikely that SPL had a meaningful
effect on VOT means in this study.
Speaking rate has also been shown to have a significant effect on VOT means (Allen et al., 2003; Kessinger &
Blumstein, 1997, 1998; Volaitis & Miller, 1992). Specifically, decreased speaking rate increases average syllable
length, which in turn increases VOT means. In the current
study, a custom-made MATLAB graphical user interface
that highlighted stimuli sentence at a constant rate was used
to keep a relatively constant speaking rate across participants
and conditions. As shown in Table 2, the average syllable
lengths for all conditions were between 312 and 330 ms. One
previous study used syllable lengths of 500–799 ms for slow
speech, 300–499 ms for medium speech, and 100–299 ms for
fast speech and found that VOT means only increased by
23–35 ms across the three conditions (Volaitis & Miller,
1992). Given that the average syllable lengths of all conditions in the current study are well within the range for
“medium speech,” we concluded that speaking rate was,
on average, adequately consistent.
Changes in fo, self-ratings of vocal effort, and listenerperceptual ratings of vocal strain were calculated in order to
verify that participants changed their voice in each experimental condition. From baseline to high pitch, speakers
increased their fo by an average of 7.23 ST (semitones),
which confirms that speakers successfully increased their fo
during the high pitch condition. There was no meaningful
difference in the average semitone increase between sexes:
Male speakers increased their fo by an average of 7.18 ST,
and female speakers increased their fo by an average of
7.28 ST. Additionally, as shown in Table 2, speakers increased their fo by an average of 2.12 ST and 2.24 ST during the effort and strain conditions, respectively. Although
speakers were instructed not to increase their pitch, it is
possible that the small increases in fo during the effort and
strain conditions were due to speaking with an increased fo
during the preceding high pitch condition. Given that
McCrea and Morris only observed significant differences in
VOT means between low and high pitch conditions, but
not between low and medium or medium and high pitch
conditions, it is likely that the small increases in fo during
the effort and strain conditions did not have a meaningful effect on VOT means (McCrea & Morris, 2005).
In addition to verifying an increase in fo during the
high pitch condition, increases in self-perceived vocal effort
and listener-perceived vocal strain were confirmed for the
effort and strain conditions. Evaluated on a visual analog
scale from 0 to 100 mm, vocal effort ratings increased from
16.9 mm at baseline to 79.1 mm during the effort condition. Using the CAPE-V visual analog scale, vocal strain
ratings increased from 6.2 mm at baseline to 35.8 mm during
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the strain condition, indicating an increase from no strain
to mild-to-moderate strain (Kempster et al., 2009). These
increases in effort and strain suggest that speakers successfully
increased their effort during the effort condition and their
strain during the strain condition.

Differences Between Effort and Strain
Participants were instructed to produce VOT utterances
using both vocal effort and vocal strain. Across all participants, the average changes in fo from baseline (2.12 and 1.98
ST), average SPL (82.2 and 80.1 dB SPL), and average syllable duration (319 and 330 ms) were not meaningfully different between the effort and strain conditions, respectively.
Although there were no significant differences in VOT means
(see Figure 1) and SDs (see Figure 2) between the effort and
strain conditions, there were differences between the participants’ self-perception of vocal effort and the perceptual evaluation of strain by two voice-specializing SLPs, as shown
in Table 3. Specifically, on a visual analog scale from 0 to
100 mm, participants reported an average vocal effort of
79.1 mm for the effort condition and 81.9 mm for the strain
condition, indicating little difference in the degree of selfperceived vocal effort between the two conditions. In contrast, the perception of strain increased from 10.9 mm during
the effort condition to 33.2 mm during the strain condition.
Thus, participants perceived excessive effort during both effort and strain conditions, whereas the certified SLPs only
perceived moderate strain during the strain condition. This
indicates that there may be instances in which excessive effort
is used by the participant, but it is not perceived as strain.
Previous work has demonstrated that self-perceived
ratings of vocal effort and listener-perceptual ratings of vocal
strain can have a weak correlation (Lee et al., 2005), a moderate correlation (Eadie et al., 2010), or an excellent correlation (McKenna & Stepp, 2018), depending on the study
design. The variability in this relationship is likely due to
the subjective nature of effort and strain assessment.
In the self-assessment of vocal effort, speakers seem
to use different cues to evaluate their own voice than listeners use to evaluate external acoustic signals. One possible explanation for this is that speakers have access to
additional cues such as somatosensory sensations that
they can use to evaluate the presence of vocal effort, which
are not present in acoustic signals (Eadie et al., 2010). This
may explain why speakers tend to rate their voice as more
severely dysphonic than expert listeners rate the same voice
samples (Lee et al., 2005). Additionally, speakers may develop auditory and somatosensory targets based on their
typical voice, which they then use for self-assessment. By
becoming habituated to their own voice, individuals with
voice disorders may lack the ability to fully assess their vocal
function. Individuals with Parkinson’s disease, for example,
demonstrate a reduced ability to assess their own pitch, loudness, and overall voice quality (Kwan & Whitehill, 2011).
Thus, the self-assessment of a speaker’s vocal effort is dependent on their own internal framework, which may not match
the framework used by expert listeners to assess vocal strain.
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Individual experiences also affect listener-perceptual
ratings of vocal strain. Voice assessment has been shown
to vary across listeners based on the amount of training provided (Barsties et al., 2017) and the presence of anchors
in the rating scale (Eadie & Kapsner-Smith, 2011). Even
among expert listeners (e.g., SLPs), vocal strain has low
reliability. In a study of 21 certified SLPs, strain ratings
using the CAPE-V resulted in an average Pearson correlation coefficient of r = .35 for intrarater reliability and a Shout–
Fleiss ICC coefficient of .56 for interrater reliability (Zraick
et al., 2011). Based on the variability in the self-perception
of vocal effort and listener-perception of vocal strain, it is
unsurprising that the current study shows differences in how
the effort and strain conditions are perceived by the participants and the expert listeners.

Limitations
In the current study, individuals only produced three
repetitions per unique VOT utterance. This was intentional,
in order to prevent potential effects of fatigue and changes
to voice quality over time. However, it is possible that three
repetitions may not be enough utterances to obtain consistent VOT variability measures. Future studies should investigate the effects of increased repetitions on VOT measurements.
Although participants were instructed to increase both
vocal effort and vocal strain, it is possible that the participants did not meaningfully increase laryngeal tension in either
condition. Laryngeal tension can be defined as the result of
the activation of any combination of intrinsic and/or extrinsic
muscles (McKenna et al., 2019). In the current study, it is impossible to directly determine which, if any, muscles experienced increased muscle activation. Electromyography may
improve the analysis of laryngeal tension. Though electromyography is unable to capture the passive tension in muscles
that results from the activation of surrounding musculature
and, therefore, cannot fully detect the presence of laryngeal
tension, it may help to identify the activation of targeted laryngeal muscles. Surface electromyography can be used to
capture activation of extrinsic laryngeal muscles (Stepp,
2012), whereas needle electromyography can be used to
capture the activation of intrinsic muscles such as the thyroarytenoid muscle (Khoddami et al., 2013). This may also
help identify whether the mechanisms to increase tension as
a result of increased fo and as a result of increased vocal effort utilize the activations of different muscle groups. Future
work should explore the implementation of electromyography in VOT measurements.
Lastly, individuals with typical voices who intentionally increase vocal effort may not mirror the mechanisms
used by individuals with vocal hyperfunction. A lack of
VOT variability in individuals using vocal effort does not
explicitly indicate that VOT variability is intrinsic to individuals with vocal hyperfunction. Though previous research
has used individuals with typical voices speaking with increased effort to investigate laryngeal tension and the association to vocal hyperfunction (Lien et al., 2015; McKenna
et al., 2019), it is possible that individuals with typical voices
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do not use the same mechanisms to temporarily modulate
their vocal effort as individuals who have sustained increased
laryngeal tension. Future studies should investigate the VOT
variability of other speakers that may exhibit sustained increased laryngeal tension, such as individuals with Parkinson’s disease and occupational voice users (Goberman et al.,
2002; Roy et al., 2004), and compare it to the VOT variability seen in individuals with vocal hyperfunction (McKenna
et al., 2020).

Conclusions
The current study determined that VOT means shortened with increased fo, but not with increased vocal effort
or vocal strain, in young male and female speakers with typical voices. Likewise, VOT SDs did not change with increased fo, increased vocal effort, or increased vocal strain
when compared to baseline. These results suggest that the
laryngeal tension mechanisms underlying increased fo are
different from those underlying increased vocal effort and
strain. Furthermore, in conjunction with the results from
McKenna et al. (2020), these results suggest that increased
VOT variability may indicate a speech motor control deficit
intrinsic to individuals with vocal hyperfunction.
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